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Schedule of Post Quotation Queries & Clarifications

Ref
1

Query
Are you looking for two displays in the same location, one for the
opening and one as finale, or is the opening within the fan village
itself and the finale from the firing site given?

Date
Clarification
Received
07/03/2019 Both displays would be from the Firing Site identified in the
tender.

2

Will the sensitivity of the presence of Kittiwakes be in place during
the event period?

Yes, the kittiwakes will be nesting during may so we would ask all
suppliers to consider how best to minimise disturbance to the
colony of birds as a red list protected species

3

Can you confirm if the site used for the aerial display at GEOTN has
not been developed so is potentially available?

There has been no further development on the Hawks Road site
that was used during the GEOTN

4

Will the area between The Baltic and HMS Calliope be used during
the event period or will it be open to the public?

The area between the Baltic and HMS Calliope (Baltic Square)
will be open to the public as will South Shore Road

5

Will the Sage car park be in use as a car park during the event?

6
7

Can you confirm if the deadline for questions is Monday 11th March
or Friday 8th March?
Can more than 2 examples be provided for part 6.17 and more than 1
for 6.18

Yes, Mill Road capark will be open as a carpark for the duration
of the event
I can confirm that the deadline for applications willl now be
Monday 11th March
Just two examples will be fine.

8

Would not attending a site visit be detrimental in the tender process?

no, the site visits are optional. However, they are advised for
those that may not be familiar with the area. If you would like to
arrange a site visit please contact josh.allison@ngi.org.uk

9

Are the fireworks to be launched from a single site?

Yes it will only be one site

10

Will the roads by the site be closed for the duration of the
opening/closing events displays?

Yes the road will be closed during the display(s).
NewcastleGateshead Initiative as event manager will be
responsible for arranging the closures and traffic management

11

Will vehicles be parked in the two neigbouring car parks during the
displays?

The car parks will be open and operational for the duration of
the event and these areas and the surrounding street outsidse of
the road closure will be open to the public.

12

Will the main viewing area be the Champions Rugby Fan Village?

Yes that is correct.

